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10/12/17 4:00 pm Napa Fire Community Forum held at Napa High 
 
ALfredo Pedroza Supervisor 
This is your team working for you  
This is your meeting 
Thank you for being here today 
On channel 28 also  
Latest facts that we know 
We are in it together 
We have done it before whether via flood or earthquake 
This is your meeting we want to give you the information you need 
Our priority is Your safety 
Once that is done we will talk about returning to the new normal of Napa county 
 
Supervisor Diane Dillon 
Many asked about returning to your homes for those of you who have been evacuated 
At this time, our primary priority is your safety 
If you have not been allowed to return to your home that is the reason 
Also, there is fire danger 
We have had flare-ups in what we had thought were safe areas 
Downed power lines 
Cal fire uses term repopulate 
There is repopulation plan 
PG&E signs off,   
 
Advisory evacuation 
Allows you to be prepared to leave in non-panic situation 
Cal fire makes the determination 
Our sheriff implements and enforces that order 
 
Advisory 
We are giving you an opportunity to assess what you need to do 
If you don’t have a plan make a plan 
 
Perfect example of this Calistoga the last 4 days 
Tubbs fire started in Calistoga and went to Sonoma county 
Then flared up adjacent to Calistoga Tuesday night Wednesday morning 
Part of Calistoga evacuated last night 
Tuesday 5 pm immediate mandatory evacuation 
They were ready 
 
Advisory evacuation vs mandatory evacuation 
 
All the mandatory evacuations that have occurred in Napa county remain in place 
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Spanish language version at 6:00 pm at St John’s Catholic church tonight 
 
Barry Bierman Napa County Fire Chief 
Cal fire incident management team 3 
Also, the county fire chief 
 
Fire is not out 
We continue to struggle with a lot of challenges 
Resources are stretched very thin 
Multiple fires in Napa Lake Sonoma and Solano counties right now 
 
77,000 acres including atlas fire Dunns fire and Partrick fire 
 
Partrick on Sonoma city side had more evacuations and more homes consumed by fire 
challenge is still there 
 
on Atlas Peak, tough areas far south end as it progresses toward Jameson canyon 
coming around to Solano county green alley 
higher Wooden Valley, Beryessa Highlands 
trying to steer away from wooden valley and Gordon valley 
not as many resources far north like turtle rock area 
on its way toward pope creek bridge 
 
a lot of structure defense where appropriate 
hung up their north side near Sage Canyon up in the hills 
 
West side 
Really good progress 
We are picking up some containment 
West side Silverado Trail all the way to Trancas 
 
Nunns fire 
Dry Creek and   Mount Vedeer 
Very steep 
Heavy fuels 
Limited resources 
We have requested additional strike team of engines 
Put a lot of air resources there 
Want to keep it from crossing dry creek road 
Below that it would push into community that houses our veterans home 
Trying to contain it up there 
That side of valley very thick fuels 
No fire history there 
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Biggest challenge is weather 
Gust predictions did not occur 
Lower humidities give us challenges 
Red flag warning 
 
Will return to red flag warning this weekend 
Significant northern winds Saturday and Sunday 
Predicting to be just below the wind that caused this incident 
Putting resources into the right location 
We hope the prediction is off 
It is something we continue to prepare for 
 
These strong winds are excessive 
Single digit humidity next week 
This allows fires to start more easily 
 
We have lots of resources that are making their way here 
We are getting the help that we need 
 
We are now receiving the help and it is much appreciated 
 
Dr Karen LaRochelle 
County health officer 
With smoke in the air this can have significant health impacts 
Best way to avoid   stay inside and keep doors and windows closed 
If you have asthma or other breathing problems and worsening symptoms see your health care 
provider 
Masks do not provide best protection 
N95 respirator is the best 
And there are not enough of them 
Best course is to stay inside 
 
If you have lost power for more than 4 hours 
You should throw away food in your refrigerator 
 
If fire damage doesn’t eat it 
Effects seal of the can 
Don’t eat that either 
 
Chris Childs 
Commander Napa CHP area 
Pay complement to this community 
Watching it pull together 
It has been truly inspiring 
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Our office has been inundated with food and water 
The support of your community has been wonderful 
I want to complement you for being such great people 
 
CHP resources have come from far and wide 
Escorts 
Rescue off of mountaintops 
Road closures 
 
I toured near Lake Beryessa 
At turtle rock parking lot 
Cal Fire Airplanes dropped water 
I watched 2 C130 aircraft dumping pink retardant 
Gave me the hope that this will end 
Barry and his crew are doing a great job 
 
Way the community can help 
Stay away from the devastated areas 
We can’t have people return 
It is quite unsafe 
I was dodging downed power poles 
If we have the public in there it will cause unsafe situation and delay roadway and 
neighborhoods opening 
If you are asked to evacuate take medications and dogs and cats 
 
Pack a bag 
Put belongings and meds in there if you are given a warning 
 
Social media 
Posted to Facebook and twitter 
Search CHP Napa 
It will come up on both sites 
Thank you for being patient with us and for listening to me 
 
John Robertson 
Napa County Sheriff 
I also want to thank you for attending today and for your patience 
26 agencies and hundreds of police officers and fire personnel who have answered our call for 
help 
it is heartwarming through California mutual aid system 
we will get through this 
 
this is our 2nd day of escorting people in controlled area for critical needs 
to check on family, pets, retrieve medications 
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corner of Silverado trail and Trancas in front of Nob Hill 
we appreciate your patience 
thank you very much 
 
Alfredo Pedroza 
 
it is so rewarding to see you all clap for these leaders who have done a phenomenal job 
 
658 people housed 
crosswalk community 
Napa college gym 
Solano county library 
 
Brad Wagenkeckt 
We had no power for several days 
We were living in the dark 
You also could not get your news outlets 
 
We started off over 30,000 households w/o power 
We are down to 6200 
25,000 have been restored 
we have 800 PG&E workers 
working trying to get those back 
it was such a relief Wednesday night to have lights go on 
 
Supervisor Ryan Gregory District 2 
Information is king right now 
Not being able to text each other and call our loved ones 
We seem to be through that 
 
I know when you come here you share the info with your friends and family 
 
If I have to be evacuated how will I find out 
 
Information center at our library in downtown Napa 
Will be established in American Canyon and Yountville libraries today 
 
Community meeting tonight 960 Caymus Street at St John's Catholic Church downtown 
 
Napa County Facebook page is best site for information right now 
The most current information all of the time 
 
Before 13000 followers 
We are now up to 19000 followers 
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NIXEL is so easy and important 
Text your zip code to 888777 
Or nixel.com to sign up that way 
Before event 20,000 Nixel prescribers 
Today 134,000 Nixel prescribers 
It is so easy 
 
The minute you need to be evacuated 
You will get buzzed on your phone 
 
253-4501 is a number you can call as well 
 
Assembly Cecilia Aguilar Curry 
I represent this district 
State of California is here to work with you  
We have cities and counties here to help 
Nevada Washington Oregon Pennsylvania are coming from all over 
 
It has been a difficult time 
The hardest part has been communication 
National guard has been phenomenal 
 
Sonoma Development center had to be evacuated 
Fragile people got settled at Dixon fairground 
They are safe and being well taken care of 
 
We are not going away 
We have many years to get you back on your feet 
And I will be there for you  
 
Mike Thompson Congressman 
I’m very sorry for any situation you are in  
Displacement for temporary time 
My heart goes out to all of you  
Be assured you have a team working for you  
 
This county, Napa County, team is absolutely second to none 
They are doing a wonderful job 
Audience claps 
 
Mutual aid within the state 
Neighboring states 
Also, mutual aid at federal level as well 
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State government works with forest service and dept of service figuring out what they can bring 
to the situation 
Also, international mutual aid 
Firefighting teams from Canada and Australia 
This is pulling all of the plugs 
This is a priority fire area and everybody is doing all that they can 
 
Cal fire had requested 900 additional firefighters and 134 additional engines to be on this fire 
All are available at this priority site 
 
Federal government approved federal firefighter’s assistance grants 
Request from governor was fulfilled right away to provide for public assistance grants 
That means funds used to fight fire will be backfilled by the federal government 
From individual perspective that application has been filed too 
It takes TIME for FEMA to fulfill the individual grant request 
It takes time to quantify the damage and how it will respond 
I guarantee you FEMA will be there in a big way 
It does take some time 
House passed emergency supplemental appropriations bill 
19 billion specifically for hurricane and fire relief 
Plus, the request was upped by 1 billion dollars at last minute because of our fire situation 
 
federal government recognizes the significance of this tragedy and will be here to help 
 
we will make sure not only fire is out 
but that we will be made 
 
Mark Pezan 
Chief homeland security OES , one of the leads 
I see so many resilient people 
 
I was awoken Sunday at 230 am 
On behalf of Governor  Brown and Director Mark Laduci our thoughts and prayers are with you  
We also bring assistance 
 
I used to be sheriff of Merced county for 32 years 
I met john at that time 
 
UCG 
FEMA 
LIMA 
Soft closures 
Hard closures 
CMG 
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We are here to help you  
When calls go out, we are here 
 
FEMA 
Embedded with us in Rancho Cordova is Bob Fenten Region 9 administrator for FEMA 
He is at the table day and night making sure you have financial assistance and we have proper 
tools 
UCG unified command group   director de leduci 
Director of fire suppression   commissioner Lawrence Storey 
1030 briefing as we gather info on how we are best using resources, whether human resources 
 
LEMA law enforcement mutual aid 
Many of the strange cars and patches 
Ladies and gentlemen 
The system works 
I have been on this job for 3 years 
 
Your sheriff has all of the resources and I am a phone call away 
 
If there is a barrier up, a soft closure, please head that 
 
We had a terrible accident because someone did not heed the soft closure with the barrier 
there 
2 motorcyclists ran into water suppressor truck trying to suppress the fires near Sonoma county 
it breaks my heart people try to go around those barriers 
 
The California National Guard is at Napa airport 
they are being deployed in methodical meticulous way 
to protect persons 
guard is there at our request to augment officers in Napa county 
 
I am happy to be here on behalf of Governor Brown and Director Laducci 
Our thoughts are with you  
 
Belia Ramos 
At this time, I would like to thank all of our partners 
In the 2017 Napa Fire Complex 
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Questions 
How controlled is fire 
Steel canyon road 
We are making some good efforts there 
It is not maintained by any means 
An aggressive effort is being made 
Hoping to prevent progression to east and Beryessa Highlands 
 
How will we be provided with measures we need to take to prepare for returning back home 
We could miss something 
If you see a problem contact the provider and leave the area 
 
You will go back into an area which may have been devastated by fire 
It is an emotional time 
Take the time to take care of yourself and your family as you return to your community 
 
Do you expect fires to get bigger and deeper in Calistoga? 
Tubbs fire incident management team 1 
If it spreads south our team will help also 
Burning toward mount saint Helena 
 
Parts of all fires are expected to grow until we can contain them 
Calistoga area still has the potential for that fire to grown and for it to come in areas we don’t 
want it to be in 
 
I live up Monticello road from Trancas 
Why can I not return? 
Our first priority 
Extinguish fire 
Save life and property 
But also get people back into place 
 
That area is still potential for fire to go to 
We don’t want to let you back into an area only to find the fire later come back  
We will try to open up some areas 
1st areas not impacted by fire 
then areas that had been effected by fire 
 
we are on 2 fronts on this fire 
life safety mode 
now we are making some progress on containment 
this is only the beginning 
we simply don’t have all of the answers right now 
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the fire remains under investigation 
let’s unify right now 
Ms Ramos 
Let’s get to the assessment phase that will allow people to go back into their homes 
Then comes repopulation 
Then we address issues for our community to keep us safe in the future 
 
How to find out if our homes have burned 
Is there a list of destroyed homes? 
We have damage assessment team 
Assesses properties effected by the fire and those that were not so fortunate 
They are gathering that information right now 
 
What is chance of fire enclosing us in  
I am concerned about the way out 
I live near state hospital 
We put an advisory in place to have people prepared 
 
 
Being down in valley 
Is easier to get out than in the canyons 
Down in flat areas, if something changes, we will send prompt notification 
In advisory area, you need to have a plan 
 
How come zero containment after several days 
Why not guard sent in sooner 
Why not firefighters from other states sooner? 
 
Zero containment 
We were doing all we could to save lives during the 1st several days 
Life safety was #1 
Rescue as many people to get them out 
After lives rescued try to save property 
 
There was little containment work the 1st couple of days 
We still tried to save homes 
We still tried to make sure people got out 
 
Fire containment 
That section of fire has little to no threat of coming out of that area again 
We take care of every smoking stump within 300 feet 
That’s what containment is  
We validate the risk of spreading has stopped 
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That is now occurring in multiple areas in all of our fires 
As more resources come in  
 
Shelter 
Can you rest assure no ICE or immigration consequences to those who look for shelter 
 
We are here to protect everybody during this evacuation 
Our shelters do not ask for immigration status 
It is irrelevant 
You can rest assured you are protected in Napa county at our shelters 
 
Mike Thompson 
Secretary of homeland security will have a statement to that effect by tomorrow 
 
Ms Ramos 
I will say this again in Spanish 
 
5 supervisors all say this in one voice united 
 
this issue will also be addressed 
state parks will have state housing 
there will be no requests for identification 
 
The map behind me is the fire perimeter in a geographic area 
 
Tubbs 
Adobe 
Preessley fire 
Nuns Fire 
Atlas fire 
Norrbon fire 
 
In advisory evacuation zones, what can people do to protect their homes before leaving 
We want defensible space 
Need to ensure flammable materials are away from your home 
 
When you leave don’t turn off your electricity if you have a well 
Make sure your home is as free of vegetation as possible 
 
Make sure your home is secure 
Windows closed so embers can’t come in  
Close all of your blinds so radiant heat cannot come through 
Just leave when we have the order 
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How to locate someone 
We ask evacuees to go to communication center such as the library 
www.safeandwell.org 
if family members are looking for you  
or you are looking for someone 
all of our evacuation centers work this 
this is just to account for you  
the county does not share information 
 
we had rough period for 1st 3 days with no internet and cell phone 
a lot of people left and found residence in other counties 
if you still have not been able to locate someone 
make a missing person’s report 
so far, we have received 83 reports of missing people 
25 of those are safe and have been accounted for 
we are still investigating 58 missing persons 
Sheriff 
 
People reaching out on social media is definitely huge 
 
Our district attorney Allison Hailey 
Making sure everyone’s calls are answered 
Helping you find your friends 
 
Community bulletin board listing all the local businesses offering free services? 
How to get the word out 
KVON? 
 
Lots of information comes to evacuation centers which have bulletin boards 
 
KVON  KVYN 
We disseminate information there 
 
County 
Our mission is to get life safety information to you  
Use KVYN  Use KVON   utilize Facebook   utilize Post-It bulletin boards at evacuation centers 
 
Are the avenues by Silverado trail safe now? 
They are east of Silverado 
So, they are under an advisory 
Fire threat is minimal 
But still some 
With weather changes coming this weekend 
 

http://www.safeandwell.org/
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Avenues are mandatory evacuation 
We are making good progress there 
The whole west side of the fire 
The threat is minimal right now 
We will make sure everything is out 
And fire is contained in those areas so risk is eliminated 
We will not let people back there prior to seeing what wind does in next 48 hours 
 
We toured 
Went from Hagen around 4th and 3rd 
We saw smoldering trees on Barrell Lane 
It is mandatory and there is a reason for it 
 
While you may feel confident going back 
We need to feel confident in your safety 
 
Dry Creek and Mount Vedeer current situation 
We had increased fire activity in that area 
It is very steep and dense and heavy vegetation  
And not a lot of resources 
Those take a tremendous amount of resources to attack those fires 
Quite a bit of resources were called into that part of the valley today 
 
On some of those narrow roads with dense fuel and not an easy way out 
It is not a safe place 
We think about our safety as well 
We have to work very carefully in those areas 
 
We signed up for Nixel on 10/8 
Had to self-evacuate 
Nixel did not fire 
I am not certain what may have happened in terms of your connectivity 
 
There also is reverse 911 system in place 
If you only have cell phone and no land line 
Sign up your cell phone for reverse 911 system 
 
We might be criticized for not sending enough messages 
 
Why is Napa Valley college closing to evacuees? 
We look at capacity issues 
It is not necessarily a closure 
Staff will report on Monday 
Classes resume next Tuesday 
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We are planning schools as well 
Beginning next week 
But as situations change 
All of these people including Patrick Sweeney Dr Ron Kraft Dr Barbara Nemcoe 
We will be in communication 
We will not be closing evacuation centers as long as we have evacuated people 
 
Where are active fires 
 
Tough terrain near Beryessa highlands 
Silverado trail doing well 
Possible repopulation in the future 
 
www.countyofnapa.org 
map is available 
as soon as we get maps from cal fire we load them up 
we put them out in PDF 
these are available to you  
 
average map update is every 6 hours 
 
we will do our very best to post these on our Facebook page 
we will try to answer the rest of the questions 
 
agricultural commissioner 
? protecting farmworkers 
Commissioner Greg Clarke 
working with growers 
this is busy season 
economic damage is just as devastating as displaced damage 
 
some out of town firefighters? have trouble hooking up 
no reason for that to happen 
the threads are the same 
could be an issue for out of state 
but we have portable 
 
Supervisor Pedroza 
Want to share some good news 
Some of mandatory evacuations avenues have been lifted 
 

http://www.countyofnapa.org/
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REPOPULATION PER CALFIRE: At 5:00 PM Thursday October 12th, the Mandatory Evacuation 

Order affecting the areas of Silverado Country Club, Monticello Park, and The Avenues will be 

lifted. Also included are areas West of Silverado Trail, between Hardman Avenue and Highway 

128. 

The following road closures have been established: 

The intersection of Atlas Peak Road and Westgate Drive, denying access to Old Soda Springs 

and Atlas Peak. 

The intersection of Monticello Road and Vichy Avenue will remain closed, denying access to the lake 

Beryessa area. 

Wild horse Valley road will be closed at Coombsville Road, denying access to Wild Horse Valley. 

SAFETY MESSAGE - The public is reminded to remain vigilant on current fire conditions. Please continue to 

adhere to road closures, evacuation advisories and evacuation orders. 

If you see electrical wires on the ground, stay clear and contact PG&E immediately. Trees and poles with deep 

charring, particularly if still smoking, should be considered hazardous. PG&E would like to remind everyone 

that, “As you return to your home, please do not connect a generator without a licensed electrician. Also, there 

may be other hazards present that you should be mindful of as you return.” 

 
Cal fire has also made this press release 
Also, county web page. 
 
Press conferences 9 am 
Keep cheering for your fire crews, law enforcement officers 
They are protecting you  
This is the type of the good news we want 
Be well Napa 
Hope weather man will be in our favor0 
 


